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Is senator capitalized ap style

FIRST APPLICATION FORM: Use Rep., Reps., Sen. and Sens. as official titles before one or more names. Spelling and small representative and senator in other uses. Sym spells other legislative titles in all uses. Capitalize official titles such as councillor, councillor, city councilman, city councilman, delegate, etc. when used before a
name. Lowercase in other uses. Add the U.S. or state first a title if it's only necessary to avoid confusion: U.S. Sen. Nancy Kassebaum spoke to state Ssen. Hugh Carter.FIRST REFERENCE PRACTICE: Rep. The use of a title such as Or Sen. in the first reference is normal in most stories. However, a person's Title is not mandatory
provided that the story is given later. It is often convenient to delete the title on the first reference, for example, an individual has become well known: Barry Goldwater today approved President Ford. The Arizona senator said he believes the president deserves another term. SECOND REFERENCE: Do not use legislative titles before a
name in the second reference, unless Thay is part of a direct quote. CONGRESSWOMAN, CONGRESSWOMAN: Rep. and U.S. Rep. The first reference forms preferred when an official title is used before the name of a member of the U.S. House of Representatives. In lowercase, congressman words can be used in subsequent
references that do not use an individual's name, because they are used for references to members of the senator Senate. The congressman and congressman must appear as official titles in capital letters before a name.ORGANIC TITLES: Capital letter for official titles, organizational offices within a legislature are used before a name:
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neil, Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd, Minority Leader John J. Rhodes, Democratic Whip James C. Wright, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman John J. Sparkman, President Pro Tem John C. Stennis.party membership and titles. Compatible with NAB Associated Press Stylebook. AP Stylebook is
accessible .com apstylebook. If you have any questions, please contact the Marketing department. a.m. (ante meridian), p.m. (post-meridian) Periods and Lowercase letters. Short Application for Application, a program that is running within another service. Smartphones allow the download of applications to expand their functions. (The
application can be accepted in the second application.) &amp; Do not use an image unless it is part of a title. and should never be used in its place. Association Small Letter when you stand alone. Example: The association will meet at the spring congress. Attribution ap style name, title/company, said or title/company, follow by name said.
Example: We encourage every station in America to run these public service announcements, said NAB President and CEO Gordon H. Smith. Management official name, NAB Board Capital. Lowercase when using wood in the second reference. Examples: NAB Board Board The directors met in June. The board has decided to give all
NAB employees a 4 per cent raise. Book titles Use quotation marks. A comma should not be taken from the rest of the sentence with a basic sentence comma. An unnecessary side table must be set with a comma. Example: Reporters who don't read style books shouldn't criticize their editors. He says only a group of journalists should not
criticize the editors of those who have not read the style book. If who... stylebook has been deleted and the meaning of the sentence has been significantly changed. Then not all reporters should criticize their editors. Use commas if the subject of each sentence in a sentence is explicitly specified, but commas are not used when the
subject of the two sentences is the same and is not repeated in the second. Examples: We visited Washington and met with our senator. We visited Washington and met with our senator. Do not use commas between the last two elements in the series unless needed for clarity. Use a comma to introduce a full one-sentence quote within a
paragraph. Example: Wallace said he had six months in Europe and came back speaking French. Use commas instead of the period at the end of a citation followed by a citation. Example: Don't talk to strangers, Mr. Black said. However, do not use commas if the quoted expression ends with a question mark or exclamation point.
Example: Why should I? Asked. See also<a0><a1>< When they appear in the middle of a sentence, place commas before and after the following: If a year, a month, and date follow. Example: I was born on November 6, 1958, in Madison, Wis. If a city or county follows its name, it's a state. Example: I was born in Madison, Wis., on
November 6, 1958. Composition titles Follow the guidelines listed here for book titles, computer game titles, movie titles, opera titles, game titles, poetry titles, album and song titles, radio and television program titles, and titles of lessons, speeches, and artworks: Capitalization of basic words, including precedments and connectors of four
or more letters. Capitalize an article - If it's the first or last word in a title, capitalize an article or words that are less than four letters. Put quotation marks around the names of all these works except books with bible and primarily reference material catalogs. In addition to catalogs, this category includes importers, directories, dictionaries,
encyclopedes, journalists, manuals, and similar publications. Do not use quotation marks around software titles such as Excel or InDesign. Italicize appropriate newspaper and magazine titles. If a work is not known to the American public by its foreign name, translate a foreign title into English. Examples: The Star-Spangled Banner, The
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, Gone With the Wind, Of and Men, For Whom the Bell Tolls,Time After Time,NBC-TV Today program, CBS Evening News, The Mary Tyler Moore Show. Reference works: Jane's All the World's Aircraft; Britannica Encyclopedia; Webster's American Language New World Dictionary, Second Edition. Foreign
works: Rousseau's War, not Rousseau's La Guerre. But: Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa, Mozart's Figaro's Wedding and the Magic Flute. But: Die Walkuere and Gotterdammerung Wagner's Nibelungen's Ring. Congress capitals the U.S. Congress and Congress, referring to the U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives. Although
Congress sometimes replaces the House, it is reserved for reference to both the Senate and the House. Use the congressional small letter unless it's part of a proper name. Example: Congress Quarterly. When you say congressmen, use small members. Use Congress for the iyelik form. Uses lowercase letters. Example: Senates of
Virginia and North Carolina. Humiliating references to non-governmental organizations. Example: The student senate at Yale. Congress spells Members, Representatives and Senators for the titles of members of Congress as a salute in a letter. Example: Dear Senator Landrieu: For acronyms, use rep., Reps., Sen. and Sens. as official
titles in regular text. The congressman's name must be followed by the state and congressional district, except to send correspondence to the Hill. A senator's name will only be followed by his own state. Example: Rep. John Dingell (MI-15), Sen Daniel Akaka (HI). For congressional citations, NAB prefers mail acronyms such as (VA-06).
When a congressman writes, don't write members by writing members. Court cases Italicize. Use V., etc. Example: NAB v. ATT Dates Always use numbers without st, nd, rd or th. Examples: January 30, 2007 is the date of birth of the report. Is he working lunch on January 6th? DMA Local station designated market area. See also the
entrance to the markets of local stations. E-mail small and no large E unless at the beginning of the sentence. No hyphens. Hyphen In general, use hyphens in combinations that change something. Example: full-time work. Do not use hyphens when used as a node. Example: The job is full-time. Never spell words with envelopes ending
with Ly. But a modifier to be spelled before a name should usually be held to avoid confusion when it occurs after a form of the verb. Example: The man is well known. She's smart. The game is sophomore. See also<a0><a1>< Internet Lowercase if the word does not start a sentence. Markets of local stations always look at a station as
you are in the big city located in DMA not its postal address. WCVB-TV is not Boston, but Needham, Mass. Mic for the microphone. Do not use microphones. NAB Events and Programs NABPAC: NAB Political Action Committee (no place between NAB and PAC); NAB Show (please refer to the Show Style Guide for more information);
When Radio Show Names/titles are used immediately before individuals, one or more names, capitalization the titles. Example: NAB President and CEO Gordon H. Smith. Do not capitalization official headings when used immediately after offset by a name or comma. Example: John Brown, vice president of communications. Be
consistent with the format used throughout the document. Do not place a comma on a name before Jr. or Sr.; however, if a person prefers the use of commas, then you can use them. The same applies to placing commas in front of Inc. or Ltd. on behalf of the company. Examples: John J. Henry Sr.; As Cost Cutters Inc. is gender-neutral,
use the word president, not the chairman, referring to committee chairmen. For the same reason, referring to members of Congress, use the representative, not the congressman. The Next Generation TV will be used when talking about ATSC 3.0 standard technology. The second reference to the next Gen TV is acceptable. Example:
Broadcasters are excited to release the possibilities of the Next Generation of TV. NEXTGEN TV will be used to define next generation TV-enabled consumer products. Example: Consumers should look for NEXTGEN TV sets that can offer new services from broadcasters, including advanced emergency information. National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB) In the initial reference with the abbreviation in the initial inn. Use NAB for second and subsequent applications. The same applies to the education foundation. When using NAB in a sentence, do not use the before it. Example: Works at NAB. Numbers must be spelled out any number up to 10. Example: 10 little
Indians, five little cowboys. Percentage Always spell when used in a sentence instead of a chart. Use the number when matched to the percentage. Example: 91 percent. Phone numbers The phone numbers in the list should use the following format: 703 683 4300 Extension 000. Use fields, not periods. The exception is that in this case
this format use copy running: (703) 683-4300. Q-and-A The use of Q-and-A within the body of a story, not Q&amp;A: There will be a Q&amp;A session with viewers after his words. All punctuation used with quotation marks and punctuation is located in quotation marks, except for a colon or half column. Radio or television station call
letters should be followed by their city/state without a comma between local station call letters and tape. Don't use Buzz 109.9, Newstalk Radio or NBC4, but don't use actual call letters when defining a station. If the TV station ends up on TV, as on WXTV, you can Örnek: WTOP-AM Washington, Washington, or KTLA-TV in Los Angeles,
Calif., but WXTV in Omaha, Neb. States always spell government names in a document when they're on their own. Example: Missouri — not MO. When states are used as copies with a city, you can use the AP style abbreviation. When referring to the running copy of Washington, D.C., always place D and C for a while. Example: State of
Maine. For a complete list of status abbreviations, see the abbreviations page. Time Usage figures except noon and midnight. Use a point or two in a row to separate hours from minutes. If there are no minutes, use only the time. Example: 11 a.m. not 11:00 a.m. In reference to the intervals, put a space before and after the most hyphen.
Example: 9 a.m. – 10 p.m., 9 a.m.-10 p.m. Use only an a.m or p.m period. Example: Session 9 -10 a.m from September. Type the URL of a website in lowercase letters unless the URL is in more than one word form. Also, small URLs with abbreviations. do not use www. Examples: WeAreBroadcasters.com; nabef.org web and website on
the Web and website, w is small. The website is written as a single word. Example: The NAB website has had more than 2 million hits since 2002. When using the terms webcast, webcam, or web master, they are not capitalization and are a single word. Web address Web addresses and URLs should not be italics in text. Text.
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